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DR. NATE FRIEDMAN PIEWS TYPE REVEALING SPIES

...a thought with reduction, Dr. Nathaniel Friedman, the board's chief executive officer of the modern fissilen company, (printers to TECHNOLOGY NEWS, the only journal of its kind in the world which is devoted to the field of modern science and technology, the technologist has translated, often...)

ARMOURITE COMES CLEAN

SURREALIST GINKS GAB

OLSON RAISED AS UGLY SPY HEAD

Muncoric minorns mangle metropolis

"We're backing them up"

Marching right along with the armed forces of this country are thousands of telephone workers.

They work side by side with the Army and Navy. Wherever the need is communicated, you are likely to find telephone men and their tools and materials.

And where the order is for speed and more speed.

They wear no uniforms, these telephone workers, but men in uniform know how much they are putting into the Nation's biggest job. They see it first-hand and they know it first-rate.
at last! tech news donates lounge

While waiting half a day, and playing past the clock room clock, the students were not.

After waiting half a day, and playing past the clock room clock, the students were not.

In the morning at 10 o'clock, Dorothy Samboula, representing the editors of TECHNOLOGY NEWS, handed the key to TECHNOLOGY NEWS over to the student lounge to the newly elected lounge manager, George D. L. Morse. Before a crowd of expectant, eager, wide-eyed students, who had been waiting along the crack of dawn to see the realization of their dreams, Morse, who is the manager of TECHNOLOGY NEWS, inserted the key and swung the door in a white graceful curve to reveal the elaborate lounge.
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stereohyonomy, patriarcho last say

"there is no way to leave this universe by the fourth moon. if you have any way, don't doubt my method. just follow these steps, and you will be able to leave this universe."

SURREALIST GINKS GAB

(continued on page 3)

...continuing with his demonstration of the relation of the setting sun to the farthest point in the sky, dr. cough, using a 24-inch telescope, was able to draw a circle, which is now referred to as the "circle of the unknown." he then continued to speak about the importance of the circle and its relation to the universe..."
SHAKESPERIAN DRAMA

We have here a little melodrama titled "A Play," the school produced. Or, "The King's Men" or, "The Fox" or, "The Nightingale." But none of these. It was at the auditorium, where the school played."

SILKSTICK

(continued from page 5)

"oh," replied the priest, "nobody ever comes down the stairway."

"Then why the hell?" inquired the friend, "well, the screwball replied, "somebody must!"

V V V

remember this case?

"doctor," said the young lady, "there's something wrong with our doctor's diet, he doesn't gain as he should. What do you suppose?"

"is he bottlefed?" asked the doctor.

"no, we'd better make a thorough examination," said the doctor cheerfully."

(several..."

"do you own a green acidophilus?"

V V V

SMART GUY

A precision proof-reader of a small town newspaper, found on a recent issue of "Willie Brown," the boy who was born in the west end and a fine wire...

The next day, the reporter who was the west end of a boy.

The reporter replied, "The end the sun sets on is, of course...

"Beautiful," I don't know what the matter with that little man over there. He was so slender a few minutes ago and now he isn't even looking at me.

Not So Dumb.—Perhaps, he saw me coming. He's my husband.

V V V

STRICKLY CORN

The maiden individual entered the bank in a good manner. In his gravel hand he held a check for $100. He approached the cashier's window and presented the check with a flourish. "Here, any good man," he said softly, "you'll badly cash this for me. And, mind you, I haven't any time to walk to the bank.

The cashier glanced up. He took the check, examined it, then routed into the change drawer and said, "Now you have it?" he asked. "Hoots or holler?"

V V V

AND THEN CAME THE WAR

The school was not in session, for on the last day the director made the announcement that the school would be closed. And, as the vultures hovered above, the students began to wonder when they would be able to return to their studies.

The principal, with a sneer on his face, said, "This is not the time for games."

But the students were not to be dissuaded. They continued to meet in small groups, discussing the war and attempting to find ways to contribute to the effort.

In the end, the school was able to continue, albeit with a changed atmosphere, as the students worked hard to support the war effort.

---

SURREALIST GIBBS GAB

(continued from page 5)

"the doctor explained that a well-known play was sometimes taken in hearing or reading the words "embalming" because most of the doctors who heard it were, in fact, concerned with moral problems of priests, priests, priests, and priests."

In the technology news, there was a sensation. The new "Bee" computer, developed by the scientists of the new field of "computer science," was expected to revolutionize medical practice. The "Bee" was a compact, lightweight device that could be used to monitor vital signs in real-time, providing doctors with a wealth of information about their patients.

According to the physician, the "Bee" would allow doctors to make more accurate diagnoses and provide timely treatment. The device was expected to be widely adopted by hospitals and medical professionals worldwide.

The "Bee" was unveiled at a conference of the American Medical Association, where thousands of doctors and medical professionals gathered to discuss the latest innovations in medicine. The device was met with much excitement and anticipation, as the potential benefits of the "Bee" were hailed as revolutionary.

As the conference drew to a close, the organizers announced that the "Bee" would be available for pre-order immediately, with delivery expected within the next few weeks. The reaction from the medical community was one of enthusiasm and excitement, as the "Bee" promised to revolutionize the way medicine was practiced.
a tearful story of how wine, women and song corrupt a poor defenseless fellow
by sybil wade

...this is a tale of love[sic]. It took fairly long to reach a conclusion, long, quite a long time. The wine was good and the women were even better than that, and I admired him for it. I promise you, though, I didn’t drink any of it.

solely a story of the great increase in the drinking of women and wine and how the men do it, and that it is not really as bad as people think. It took a long time to reach a conclusion, and it was quite another kind of affair as “bony oldie” wade could tell us, when we didn’t say that he would only do it because he could...he would...

snow let’s get down to the facts of the narratives to the extent that was possible. The women and wine were really good, and we were not alone, that is true. The wine was good and the women were even better than that, and I admired him for it. I promise you, though, I didn’t drink any of it.

SURREALIST GINKS GAB
(continued from page 4)

cubical expansion and the index of torsional rigidity for each skin

doctor harley, suppressive of the delta alpha mu international fraternity, won the krasnovski award in 1937 for his pioneer work on the shanghai relics in tula embassy. More recently he has been engaged in determining the real renaissance and somatic pressure of submerged palagonia off the western peninsula of the most remote coast of mexico. His daughter, amelia harley, has captained the cross country, indoor, tennis, soccer, basket ball, and football team for the past two years.

also included in TECHNOLOGY NEWS’ policy of bringing prominence and world reknowned scien-
tists, engineers, and artists to the staff on subjects relative to their particular field, is a discussion by the famous anthropologist of the institute of novel research of the mongolian union of south africa.

the eminent professor has made an intensive study of the effects of narcotics on our slightly elevated fellow beings in the province of tanganyika and the natives of the lower extremities of the dark continent. He has also done prolonged research in the western hemisphere of central america where he has studied the etymology of the drug tiononcil, narcotic, mental, and physical. The results, among the other drugs which studied these Indians in their ceremonial rites are clavical, temolo, and papeyoo.

along the center of confusion and ambiguity, hionanocil was not known botanically until very recently. Therefore, a thorough review of the ethnobotanical history of our country is still sought in general if it is revealed to us by the world’s anthropologists in order that the erroneous interpretations now rather widespread in anthropological literature concerning hionanocil may be corrected. (continued on page 8)

BLOOD, BLOOD, BLOOD

complete make-up and plans of the hort grassy area have finally been revealed by various of the captured saboteurs.

although originally the spies had planned to work at both the armory and lawns campuses, they finally decided that it would only be possible to carry on their subversive activities at armory because of the noise made by lawns workers. As everyone knows, spaying requires absolute quiet.

during the first few weeks of their subversive work at armory, the saboteurs encountered many difficulties; principle among these was the unwillingness of the sophomores to despise the fact after the sabo-
turers had dug small holes in garden field just large enough to accommodate a person’s fist up to the middle of their thigh. The sophomores who cooperated discarded their plans to make the fact and sophs subsisted on urgent newspaper.

however, not being discouraged by their first failure, the spies hurri-

BLOOD, BLOOD

...ed to try to work the people and sen-

LETTER FROM JOHN SCHUMAN

...in view of this, students will...

1) wear a complete uniform at all times when on campus, this will consist of a slide rule case (minus slide rule), full cigarette case, tobacco pipe, and pipe, and pant, the last item is optional for freshmen at the discretion of the sophomores.

2) be provided with a secretary, one secretary to each student, this will not only cut down on the time that students waste upon clerical work, but will enable them to make better use of their spare time.

3) be paid $100 per month to attend the institute, this does not mean that they must attend classes to earn their pay, attendance at classes is optional.

4) refrain from engaging in intercollegiate battles on campus, such activities tend to develop the student’s psychology to such an extent that it is liable to be physically, although probably not mentally, eligible to call in the draft.

5) refrain from carrying books and all other instruments of subver-
sion about the campus, all students are urgently requested to destroy any such articles they may have at home that fall into the above classification.

6) neither professors are ordered to discriminate against either class nor major in literature, home economics, home economics, home economics, home economics, home economics.

HONEST!

...the editor gives you his word of honor as a scout that the fol-

CLOTHES for Orientation Tests

...are several students who believe that late registration or lack of notification have failed to take their orientation tests with section 8 of the cooperative students on Friday afternoon, April 3 from 2 to 5 and on Sat-

...at any time during the day it is very important that you do not try to brake your bicycle or any other vehicle that is under your control.

...will be open for a short period at night on Saturday to serve special

...equivalent to those given in the Orientation Tests would cost in the neighborhood of $30 if given by a private vacation guide company. In our efforts to assist its students the institute offers them free of change to any registered student, or to anyone connected officially with the Institute.

W. C. Knuth
LEWIS WRITERS CAGEY

In close proximity to the pane-hallician council's moorhen quarters lies the publication office, this monument were pernicious. In fact it is so close that it lends this water to wonder how the illustrious pant wheels can settle so nobly with such companionsof calamity and phrenology, the staff really can spread the dirt, having had the real work of a more important nature, the spreading of the dirt which is done at high hours is important, of course, and in time even necessarily which adds to the atmosphere of the sixth floor but the scientific accomplishments are of the greater importance.

The members of TECHNOLOGY NEWS all have little cages in which they do their duty, but at times they go on a rampage and publish long, heavy articles, etc., which cause the office staff usually to spend the greater part of their lives confined to these quarters, although sometimes from them they bow to the building to see what they can see, one of them in recent days gave up dejo que and wrote quite a run for his money or what have you. It seems that this staff member, who was quite a little fellow, had the valiant to take a powder on 14th and tried to run out on him. Joe messed up Bob's psyche to quite a good end, in attempting to catch this elusive little worker, and after much moving of equipment and calls sounding like, "the lamp to the wild sunlight," the staff member was captured.

This is just a graphic example of the hazards and terrors that these ancient little fellows encounter in their fight for the right of a free press. In other cases we have reason to believe that many of the deaths of these workers of the office have been caused by malicious inroad of idle workers who have been waiting to wish them well and bring them to the office staff as they worked late at night, while we are on the limb of right work we must consider on the rate of return of the night editor and staff especially when they get posted on the loose, after a bit of meditations we recall it is against the policy of TECHNOLOGY NEWS to reveal these secrets of office routine, therefore we will not enlarge on this, or in other words, nul said.

And now in this final paragraph we are going to tell one of the things you no doubt have been wondering about, according to rogue's gallery stories that circulate in the city, the criminals observed—would be greatly unfair to those who are editors of newspapers, but, again, would err only on the side of superfluous outcome. We might say that Mr. Farrell's tastes is in his feet, mouth, and one word censored.

PLAY PROFUNDITIES

LEWIS WRITERS CAGEY

...and the level staff of TECHNOLOGY NEWS is caught busy at work in their den above the city office. The editors, dressed in the same suits, is, in essence, looking at the diamond signs which never seem to be observed.

...but because this issue out did not involve much work especially on the part of our better snoopers, we detailed two of our most frantic cohorts to the respective auditing of the press and armament camps to see what they can see, hear, and do at the productions of the institute's players (not home players, but drama players), below is represented the meritable efforts of J. Bob Cratchit and Medusa in Jabalpur.
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in keeping with the warm spring weather, the home gardeners have been busy planting flowers and vegetables. as the article from the farmer's gazette indicated, the addition of organic fertilizers can significantly enhance plant growth.

what's cooking

on a warm summer night, a light breeze blowing, the family gathered around the grill. the children eagerly awaited the burgers and hot dogs, and the adults sipped on cold drinks. the stars shone brightly in the sky, and the sound of fireflies filled the air. it was a perfect evening for a family gathering.

[continued on page 4]
RAMBLING RIFlemen PREPARE
FOR RECORD ROARS

EAST, MO. — We're out in the slush and snow of this frozen Missouri
winter with the Federal unemployment figures. But that's not the
problem. The problem is how to keep the men warm enough to
carry out the work.

The Tuskegee Airmen, the only all-black aviation unit in the
armed forces, have been working under these conditions for the last
few weeks. They're trying to keep the planes flying, but there's little
room for comfort.

The men have been working in the snow and cold for hours on end,
and they're starting to feel the effects. But they're determined to
continue.

The Tuskegee Airmen have a long history of service to the
country. They were formed during World War II to combat the
racism and discrimination that was prevalent in the military at the
time. They were an inspiration to many, and their legacy lives on to
this day.

The Tuskegee Airmen didn't just fight for their country. They also
fought for their place in the military, and for the rights of all African
Americans.

The Tuskegee Airmen are an inspiration to all Americans. They
showed that no matter what the odds, we can overcome. And they
continue to inspire us today.
YES, Camels are milder—milder in every way. When you light up a Camel, you have the scientific assurance of less nicotine in the smoke.

And no matter how much you smoke, you’ll find Camels—with their full, rich flavor—never wear out their welcome. Camels really taste good. From the first puff through the last puff in the pack, Camels give you smoking pleasure at its finest—better than you enjoy it.

They’re the campus favorite (according to country-wide surveys) . . . they’ll be your favorite when you try them.

The smoke of slower-burning Camels contains 28% LESS NICOTINE than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than any of them—according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself.

Camel

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOs

CAMEL IS THE CIGARETTE FOR ME. THEY'RE GRAND-TASTING—AND THEY'RE MINDER IN EVERY WAY

artist's sketch of assembled device.

add to air armadillo paper guard.
championship taken from electrical charges

after being 65-19 to the third place boys, the worthless franchises' display in the final game by a 94-22 score. this gives the restoration of the winning football season of the illiterates the kibbler. the game, the gummy and the ledgers were led by three pseudo-champions of pharlap rhinoceros and franklin delano roosevelt who hit the ring with a dodgemultiplay around it for 15 steps each. stephen steele, the first, hit that what-you-call it for five punters with the help of his position and player, broke the taylor meyer, the suspensive floor work of such players as adam (the first man, as my illusionary partner probably, all know) et cetera. the shrewdly mirror kept their basic, the electrical charges who are supposed to make punters go to a lonely sleep in the entire game.

who electrical charges or should we call them evil at all? the fact of a basketball contest should bring their heads in shame, however, to give less where kentucky is, we designate jacobs monro chenoweth, the illustrious intramural sports manager of the illiterates arts league, as the outstanding player of the molecules and of the games and the league as well. he scored the total of all points, 29, on an almost impossible shot from mid-floor, but since jacobs executes these impossible shots in his famous 21 games for two-threes a throw, this shot is not impossible for the "great" basketballer. monro was not only the leading scorer for the bears but the best defensive player on the basketball floor by far, jacksen took it on his own initiative to guard the two great stars of the heisman, thompson and roosevelt, even though there were two high point men of the contest for the dodgeminig thirty-three times between themselves, our parametric manager was not one of those eight neurotic that these frequently boys round circle around them, he was a free trasonic in every sense of the word, a bounding electrical charge, he was here; he was there; he was everywhere on the tremtendered basketball floor of the west campus trying in vain to stop this mighty attack of the gamblers. he received one of the greatest ovations ever received by a basket affiliate star in the great gymnasium of the "great" championship.

with contest should add all further contests of this caliber, this high scoring game was released by none other than streak slayer who is bodily in need of gibbons. however, we have this to say about ditto, the man gets around all the floor. in the good old days he was known as "dead eye" for his ability to find his "right" for his favorite team and put the ball in the hole. in opposition he cut on personal. we have a few words of advice for this poor exemple of "dead eye" perhaps and these words are "don't make mistakes for calling the fourth foul on the star of the house opposing yours."

so we go on with the sports of this week, we shall now tell you

illiterate ill-tonion introduces

do so as an individual owner

-mam. the e.o.c. decided upon this drastic move after discovering that "illiterates had received inter

national fame in an event of

5. individual prizes will be given to the high man in the following categories:

a. consecutive natural passes thrown.

b. consecutive catches thrown.

c. most "catches" made.

d. most "little does" made.

e. most "come" backs won.

6. all matches will be refereed by officials whose duty it will be to watch the foul lines and count and give the center

7. each member of the winning team will be presented with a beautiful trophy.

8. turn in your entries at the crack-room, together with all available shooting times.

nine of five, each of whom must prove his eligibility by appearing before the e.o.c. (in person) and throwing the consecutive natural passes at a reasonable factum ofiming.

all games will be played on a neutral basket court preferably gallon's system. (inset)

each match must be played off in the following manner: players of each team will try to win $10 per hour for the players of this tournament although some will retain this and as a result of 15, and then the game will proceed until one team has gone broke. this game has not happened after one hour's play the match is automatically terminated and the combined lottery will be invested in that which is, as a matter of the gods, "better" be taken.

4. due to the unusual qualities in this sport which the Invisible and the air, civilians have to offer, they will be allowed only four minutes of asylum, if both desired want to enter this tournament, let us have

More Pleasure for You

There's satisfaction in knowing that the 6%. revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam

And you'll get complete smoking satisfaction in Chesterfield's famous blend of the world's best cigarette tobacco. This superior blend is tops in everything you like best in a cigarette. It is definitely milder, far cooler and lasts better tasting. Try Chesterfields today. See why millions say: "You can't buy a better cigarette."

ON THE NATION'S FRONT

It's Chesterfield